The major aim of this work is to introduce a new method for data reduction in information systems classified by nonequivalence relations. The suggested approach is useful for many real life data that can not be classsed into disjoint classes. The new approach is tested with examples and its ability for decreasing the noisy in data, as well as simpliiing the structure for extracting decision rules. Based on binary relation, this method is capable of discovering the reduct attributes or indispensable attributes which are useful for data description andlor prediction, and to remove the dispensable ones. say the knowledge B,, depends in a degree E (0 S E 5 1) from knowledge B,", , symbolically BmP J E BmQ if and only if 0 If E = l a B,, is totally depends from am, 0 If 0 < E < 1 3 Bn,Q is partially depends from Bm, If E =O B~, in not totally depends fiom B,, The following example show the above concept Let U = {a,b,c,d,e f } One can get the degree of dependency as follows,
INTRODUCTION
Rough set theory is a mathematical approach for handling vagueness and uncertainty in data analysis. It was frst introduced by Zidilaw Pawlak in the 1982 [7] . The idea of the rough set proves to be very useful in practice where many real life applications have been implemented such as civil engineering [I] , medical data analysis 191, synthesis of switching circuit [5] among other. Many rough sets models have been developed in the rough set community in the last decades [3, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] including ziarako's Variable Precision Rough Set Model (VPRS) 1141 and HU's Generalized Rough Sets Model (GRS) [3] , to name a few. These rough sets models focused on the extension of the original model proposed by Pawlak [7, 8] and attempted to deal with its limitations such as handling statistical distribution.or noisy data. In this paper, we overcome the problem of information systems which cannot classified using equivalence relation. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We give an overview of the classical rough set theory based on the model proposed by Pawlak [7, 8] with some example in section 2and 3. In section 4, we redefine the main concepts and methods of rough set theory based, on binary information data, and illustrate these concepts with examples. With the new def~tion, we propose a new method to compute the core and reduct. Finally, we conclude with some discussions and future works in section 5. In rough sets theory the data collected in a table  called decision table. Rows of decision table  correspond to objects, and columns correspond to attributes. In the data set, it is assumed that we are given a set of examples with a class label to indicate the class to which each example belongs. We call the class label the decision attribute, the rest of attributes, the condition attributes. Rough set theory defines three regions based on the equivalence classes induced by the attributes values ; lower approximation , upper approximation and boundary region. Further more rough sets theory classifies all the attributes into three categories : core attributes, reduct attributes and dispensable attributes. We give the formal definition as below: Definition 2.1 Let I = ( U , A ) be an information system, where U is a non-empty set of finite objects (the universe of discourse); A is a non-empty finite set of attributes such that a : u +v. Va E A, V, being the value set of amibute a. in a decision system, A = { C U D } where C is the set of conditional attributes and D is the set of decision attributes. With any BCA there is an associated equivalence relation IND(l3) : In terms of classification, the positive region contains all objects of U that can be classified to classes of U/Q using knowledge in attributes B.
PRELIMINARIES

Definition 2.5
For P,Q=A, Q depend on P in a degree
K(O5K <I), denotedP3aQ
If K=l, Q depend totally on P, If l , Q depend partially on P.
If K=O , Q does not depend on P.
To illustrate this definition we give the following The intersection of all reduct sets is called the core , the elements of which are those attributes that cannot be eliminated without introducing contradiction to the data set.
In other words , core attributes have the essential information to make correct classification for the data set. A core is formally defined as:-Definition 2.8
An attribute E~ is a core attribute in C with respect to D if
POS JD)'P0S C P )
Now we can define the dispensable attributes which are those redundant attributes in the data set and should be eliminated ,a dispensable attribute is formally defined as Definition 2.9 An attribute ' J EC is a dispensable attribute in C with respect to D if POS c@)= POS c-CfD)
ANEW PROPOSED ROUGH SETS MODEL
There exist some limitations of rough sets theory which restrict its suitability in practice [3, 4, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] , two of which are described as follows:
(1) Rough sets theory uses the strict set inclusion definition to define the lower approximation, which does not consider the statistical (2) Another drawback of rough sets theory is the inefficiency in computation, which limits its suitability for large data sets in real-world applications. In order to lind the reducts, core and dispensable attributes, the rough sets model need to construct all the equivalence classes based on the attribute values of the condition and decision attributes. This process is very time-consuming, and thus the model is very inefficient and infeasible, and does not scale for large data set, which is very common in data mining applications [3, 4] . Some new algorithms to overcoming this inefficiency have been developed [2, 6] . Our research deal with the limitation of intersected classes and introduce a new approach to find the core and reducts based on binary data. To fit with the new approach we need some new definitions. It can be considered as a modifications for the existing definition to obtain our new approach. Right image of an element Let U be a universe , R a binary relation over U and In order to show that we give the following example,
Approximation of sets Via the new approach
Let G=(U,R) be binary relation system, B c R and X G U . we can approximate X using only the It is easy to see the lower approximation is the same as those in the originalrough sets [7,8], but the upper approximation is different from them. We can conclude the following remark.
Remark
It is easy to see the difference between the suggested approach and the old one via the following example.
Consider Y={b,c,d} following the above d e f~t i o n s the following results can be given: I 1) from   knowledge B,, , symbolically B,, aB B U = { a , b , c , d , e , f ) One can get the degree of dependency as follows, POSE* = {a,b,d,ef } Data Reduction in Binary Data This section is devoted to introduce the new approach for data reduction in binary data. The suggested new method is based on non-equivalence relation. So many deffition will be given according to that as following.
Reduct and Core
Let G =( U , R ) binary information system, a subset C' of the athibute set C is a reduct of C with respect to D, if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:-
~-p o S c~( D m~= p o s c~( D m~
The intersection of all reduct sets is called the core , the elements of which are those attributes that cannot be eliminated without introducing contradiction to the data set.
In other words , core attributes have the essential information to make correct classification for the data set .   Bm ={{a,b,c),{d,ef I,{b,c),{d,EI,{c),{dI}  X ={a,b,d) U-B(X)={a,b,c,eSl   (U -B(X) relation. So many definition will be given according to that as following.
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Reduct and Core Let G =( U , R ) binary information system, a subset C ' of the attribute set C is a reduct of C with respect to D, if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:-
In other words , core attributes have the essential information to make correct classification for the data set. Example 3.3
Consider the data as shown in table (1) in question concern modeling of the energy for unfolding of a protein(iqptophane synthas alpha unit of the bacteriophage T4 lysozome., where 7 coded amino acids (Ah). The ( A h ) are described in terms of three attributes : a1 = PIE and a2 = PIF (two measures of the side chain lipophilicity., a3 = DGR= AG of transfer from the protein interior to water and d is the decision attribute. The positive region for each subset of attribute with respect to d are;
Reducts obtained by our method is contained in the reduct obtained using the Discemibility matrix, that means the new approach gives more reduction. .The reduced information system can be viewed as a decision table (2) . Table ( 2) reduced information system; condition attributesial, a2) decision athibute{d}.
Rough sets theory has been applied successfully in many disciplines. One of the major limitations of the traditional rough sets model in the real applications the intersected classes so. In this paper, we have been introduced a new model for rough set theory to solve the problem of intersected 
